Let G be a group. We define Q(G) = {H/Hq\H <j H < G\, the set of factors of G. Let j" be any subset of Q(G) . Definition 1.1. (i) A subgroup F of G has the J-covering property in G if whenever E < F < G and F/FQ £ j" then EFQ = F.
(ii) A subgroup E of G with the J-covering property in G is an j-projector of G if no proper subgroup of F has the J"-covering property in E. (1) If E < H < G then E is an J -projector of H.
(2) // N<IG then EN/N is an 3-projector of G/N.
Proof. (1) 3. Examples. In this section % will denote a class of groups closed under the taking of epimorphic images. If G is a group then G has % n Q(G)- License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
